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About This Game

In Your Face TD is a Tower Defense, which utilises room scale VR to give a new dimension to a classic genre.

You find yourself on a lonely space station, with only the mining drones to keep you company. Luckily the drones are hard
workers, and they will gather resources so you can build defenses against invading creatures from another dimension.
These creatures are vicious, but they aren’t the brightest. They have one goal in mind, and that is destroying your base.

Smart as you are, you build a maze and lure the stupid creatures around and through your defences, before they can reach the
base.

Knowing that space stations are regularly attacked by waves of evil, you've also brought your laser guns, bombs and even
sawblade frisbees.

Features include:

Take advantage of the level design to build an optimal maze of towers and lure the enemies around your defences.

Take on the enemies face-to-face with three different weapons: Shotgun, laser minigun and sawblade frisbee.

Throw bombs at the enemies from the top of your towers.

Unlock upgrades based on your performance. Upgrades include chain-lightning, exploding sawblade frisbees, flying
robot bombs and more.
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Maximize your income by building mining drones.

Master the game on four difficulties ranging from Easy to Insane.
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Title: In Your Face TD
Genre: Action, Strategy
Developer:
BitBreak I/S
Publisher:
BitBreak I/S
Release Date: 22 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Win 7 or higher

Processor: Intel i3/i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 670

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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in your face td. in your face td vr

I would love to see more like this.
The controls are nice, height is good. Very well made experience.

Enjoyed this free game more already than some other games i have for VR i payed for.
Based on the quality it provides i would say it is worth 5 bucks compared to other games.

The game it self is a tower defense game. Between rounds you can build different defense buildings or upgrade mning speed for
coins to have more the next round.
When you are in the level select level you have the chance to upgrade your gear (weapons + buildings) from not available to
extra functionality of the gear.
. This is the best free vr game. What a great little game! And its free!

So what is this game? Well, its of course a tower defence game.

So what makes this different than all of the other out there for VR? Well..

Its a tower defence game at it heart, but like many oither VR TD games, you are in first person the whole time, Not just when
using abilities. But you don't have to constantly be in first person mode shooting everything else yourself. You are not the main
weapon (unless you want to be) which is refreshing. Too many TD games i have tried in VR focus too much on you being the
main tower. This games gives you the option,

The method of giving you the option is that you can level up your towers back at homebase, OR you can level up your weapons,
Or you can balance it and go for both.

The only negative i can see in this games so far (i have completed 2 of 4 maps so far) is that its a bit too easy. I'm a big TD fan,
and found the highest difficulty (insane?) to be what i would class as "normal" difficulty in most other games.

But this does open the game up to newbies to the TD genre, and Newbies to VR also. So it kinda hits the mark for everyone.

It looks like the dev has left room to add new maps (which i would be happy to pay a small price for), and there appears to be a
tower that is due to be released in the future (unless i simply have not unlocked it yet).

What i would like to see is even harder difficulty levels. And it would be cool if the buzz saw frisbees sliced through multiple
targets, and maybe even returned like a boomerang.

All in all, its free! and its a damned fine game for what it is. I'm going to be keeping an eye on this dev, and can see myself
coming back to this game over and over for my TD fix in VR.

You should too!. What a great little game! And its free!

So what is this game? Well, its of course a tower defence game.

So what makes this different than all of the other out there for VR? Well..

Its a tower defence game at it heart, but like many oither VR TD games, you are in first person the whole time, Not just when
using abilities. But you don't have to constantly be in first person mode shooting everything else yourself. You are not the main
weapon (unless you want to be) which is refreshing. Too many TD games i have tried in VR focus too much on you being the
main tower. This games gives you the option,

The method of giving you the option is that you can level up your towers back at homebase, OR you can level up your weapons,
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The only negative i can see in this games so far (i have completed 2 of 4 maps so far) is that its a bit too easy. I'm a big TD fan,
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and found the highest difficulty (insane?) to be what i would class as "normal" difficulty in most other games.

But this does open the game up to newbies to the TD genre, and Newbies to VR also. So it kinda hits the mark for everyone.

It looks like the dev has left room to add new maps (which i would be happy to pay a small price for), and there appears to be a
tower that is due to be released in the future (unless i simply have not unlocked it yet).

What i would like to see is even harder difficulty levels. And it would be cool if the buzz saw frisbees sliced through multiple
targets, and maybe even returned like a boomerang.

All in all, its free! and its a damned fine game for what it is. I'm going to be keeping an eye on this dev, and can see myself
coming back to this game over and over for my TD fix in VR.

You should too!. Steam Nomination Update: Strategy and Action at it's finest. This is one of my favorite games. It's a VR only
title, has good controls, FPS action, maze design, resource management, and nice mechanisms for loading up a new board. So
much fun to be had in such a small package. Can someone throw a lot of money at these devs, so we can get a bigger game? :-)

Old Review:
I loved this game the entire time I played. It reminds me a lot of Sanctum, but in VR. Obviously, a little less polished and
nowhere near the amount of progression + levels. I'm sad to learn that the devs dropped it, but I'm extremely glad they released
it as free, so I could enjoy this wonderful little gem. ++ I Like the Robots much more than the skeletons. I would definitely have
bought this game. Even, if all they'd done was add a few more levels. xD. God visuals and good gameplay. Good replay value.
One of the bertter titles i have. I cried of excitement when I saw this game and bought it instantly! I completed the entire
game(levels that is, not every unlock) and then played another round before I had to quit since it was 20:00 and I had to eat :p

It's quite similar to Sanctum. This game has so much potential! More tower types, enemy types, guns and level is probably on
the horizon and I'm really excited for it!. I really hope you guys are using this as a testbed for a kick*** version of the same type
of game. Top notch, in a simple shell. Well done.
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Wow this game really is great in VR!

Things I liked:
- Enemies have ragdoll.
- Game has great physics.
- You can stand on your turrets.
- You can create more workers to make money faster.
- Ride in a space ship.
- Upgrading weapons.
- Guns are effective, responsive, and unique.

I had a lot of fun with this one! It has some nice mechanics! Cant wait to see whats added!. I love tower defence games, and this
is one of my favorites. I like being able to grab a gun and help my defences. I like the unique guns and towers.

I don't like that the game isn't finished yet. I'm hoping they add an endless mode where the waves get tougher and tougher until
you fail. I'd also like to see a leader board that kept track of my top scores for each map. Of course we need to see more maps
as well. Right now there are only 4. I'd like to be able to reset the game so others can play it from the start without the benifit of
already won upgrades.. This is one of my favourite VR games. It's a shame that I don't think I would have purchased it when it
was for sale because it's store page doesn't make it look enticing, but it's free now so I gave it a go and have now beaten all levels
on maximum difficulty. It's a lot of fun and I highly recommend you give it a go!. I planned to buy this game on steam sale, but
it went to free. I would say this is the kind of game I really waited for the time I bought the vive. I am really sorry about the
sales of this game. If I would known that, I really had bought this game earlier to support at least a bit the development..
Favorite tower defense style. I hate pre assigned positions for the towers. Let me build my own maze!

Not a lot of content at the moment but has definite promise with the way it's going. I like the upgrade system.. When you think
of a free to play game (especially a VR one), you typically assume short, and mediocre at best. I personally love TDs and I am a
harsh critic of them. This one is gold. Add that it is free and will last you at least a few hours of gameplay to get perfects on
insane, and you have a real gem!

This game reminds me very strongly of Sanctum TD, but you actually get to be IN THE GAME. It is awesome. If you even
remotely like TDs or Strategic FPSs then you need to try this game, IT IS FREE after all.

TL;DR — Game is free. Shouldn't be. Download it.. A great free TD for VR with great mechanics that keep it interesting
during the waves being able to shoot enemies yourself.. This game is fun whereas most other VR games so far may be
interesting, but not actually very fun... at least in my experience.

I played through all 3 levels on normal right away. I will prob wait for updates before playing more but this was FUN!. It's a
simple tower defense game but it's fun. VR adds a lot of enjoyment to the formula by allowing you to shoot, slice with razor
discs, and blow up your enemies with bombs you've thrown. The turret variety isn't very special, and most weapons aren't that
interesting* but it's absolutely worth the few hours you'll probably spend with it.

*the razor disc weapon is really fun. Throwing things in VR just makes any game more fun.
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